
In-Field Identification of Unknown Chemicals 
From an overturned truck, an unknown chemical seeps steadily onto a farm field by the road. At 
an urban train depot, a leak is spotted on an inbound rail car. Law enforcement officers discover 
drums of odorous liquids and gels at an abandoned site. A hiker reports a noxious chemical 
pooling at the edge of a pond near a local brownfield. Is it toxic? Carcinogenic? Flammable? An 
irritant to skin, eyes or respiration? Unfortunately, such scenarios and the urgent questions they 
prompt are not unusual. But swift response is possible with the advanced technology in SciAps 
Handheld Raman analyzers. 

Application Note : Chemicals, HazMats

An example from a contaminated site evaluation is shown above. 
In this case, the SciAps Reporter was deployed when multiple 
unknown organic substances required fast analysis. Liquid 
samples were collected, placed into glass vials and analyzed in 
seconds. Because Raman can test through container materials, 
and is impervious to water contamination, risks of operator 
sample handling and cross-contamination were greatly reduced. 
The result of the analysis is shown in Fig. 1. Three organic 
substances were identified in seconds: benzene, trichloroethyl-
ene and kerosene. The unique “fingerprint” of each organic com-
pound clearly distinguishes each one from the other, and from 
other substances.  
The unique properties 
of in-field Raman 
aided this investiga-
tion. The ease of 
sample collection 
allowed operators to 
rapidly grab samples 
for instant in-field 
analysis — critical for 
these volatile and/or 
flammable organics. 
Operators in the field 
used the analytical 
results to inform swift decisions about risk management and 
containment. Additional samples were retained for confirmatory 
laboratory analysis, thus reducing analytical costs, accelerating 
on-site response and further validating decisions made in the field.
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  SciAps Solutions 
   Fast results 
Molecular analysis now can be performed instantly in the 
field, allowing the scope of many chemical emergencies to be 
rapidly understood. Identify hazardous materials within seconds, 
take immediate action to prevent wider contamination — or a 
serious health and safety hazard.

   Low costs 
Immediate identification of organic contaminants allows first 
responders to make rapid containment decisions in the field, 
yielding faster and more cost effective cleanups. On-site 
testing typically limits reliance on laboratories to routine 
confirmatory tests, thereby reducing your operation’s overall 
analytical costs, as well. 

Raman Fact : 
Raman spectroscopy is capable of testing 
directly through most common containers, 
such as plastic bags and bottles, glass jars and 
quartz vials. Streamlining sample handling in 
this way makes testing not only more efficient, 
but also more safe — especially for caustic or 
volatile materials. SciAps Handheld Raman 
analyzers reduce the risk of injury, minimize 
potential for cross-contamination and greatly 
speed sample throughput.  

Raman in the Real World: 
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